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New state law drops
legal level of intoxication
for minor drivers

Am-Phibian Car rolls into
Sarah ~purgeon Gallery
for ''Vehicles" exhibit

Football players ~ear up
for tough competition
at pro-league scout camp
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Proposal
would split
CLAS in 2

Broadway actress
to perform history
of African heritage
The struggles, triumphs and chal- child actress in "The Wisteria
lenges African-Americans have Trees." She has performed in six
faced during the last 200 years other Broadway plays, numerous
will be recreated in Central's off-Broadway shows and two inTower Theatre April 12 in a pro- ternational theater festivals.
duction performed by award-winShe also performs six other solo
ning Broadway actress Vinie Bur- programs. Her performances have
addressed peace and national librows.
The one-woman production, eration, children and youth, Afri"Walk Together Children," recre- can folk.lore, aging and women.
ates African-American history
Despite her success, Burrows refrom slavery to the current struggle alized that few roles existed for
for equality.
African-American actresses. She
It is intended to provide African- created "Walk Together Children"
Americans with an opportunity to to increase exposure for Africanrelive their history and to give American poets and writers.
others an understanding of the
The . performance features the
culture.
works of known and unknown writBurrows portrays 24 different ers, along with words of ex-slaves
African-American historical fig- and heroic historical figures. Some
ures by changing her walk, accent of those are: Langston Hughes, Soand posture to fit each role.
. journerTruthandBookerT. WashBurrows, who was born in New ington.
York City, received a pre-law deHer show was first performed in
gree from New York University.
See BURROWS/page 3
She debuted on Broadway as a

by Staci A. West
News editor

photo from Women's Resource Center

Vinie Burrows, a Broadway actress, will perform her onewoman show "Walk To ether Children."
(

The College of Letters, Arts and
Sciences would be split into two
separate colleges under a recommendation that will be considered
by the Board of Trustees tomorrow.
The recommendation, suggested
by CLAS Dean Robert W. Brown,
separates the 20 departments currently in CLAS into two areas, the
arts and humanities, and the sciences. A new dean's position will
replace the associate dean position.
Both will serve as acting deans.
Previous efforts at reorganization
were not well-received by faculty,
said Thomas D. Moore, provost
and vice president for Academic
Affairs.
Brown said this plan will allow
for greater efficiency within the
college.
"We'll have a much better chance
of solving problems if we have
smaller groups to work with," he

See CLAS/page 4

Central fares well in supplemental budget
by Staci A. West
News editor

Mary Marcy

The state Legislature last month
paved the way for possible salary
increases for university employees
with the passage of a favorable
supplemental budget for the 199495 year.
The Legislature failed to cut
Central's budget for next year,
· which was a surprise to everyone,
said Mary Marcy, director of Gov-

- ernmental Relations. The budget is
pending until Gov. Mike Lowry
signs it.
However, the relief will last only
until next year's legislative session, when Central's budget will
most likely be cut by 2.4 percent for
the 1995-97biennium,Marcy said.
The total operating budget for the
1994-95 fiscal year is approximately $81.23 million.
"They're giving us time to plan
ahead," she said. "We have to as-

sume there'll be a cut."
July 1, 1995, when the spending
limitation initiative 601 goes into
affect, looms in the minds of legislators.
Even if the state experienced a
surplus in its reserves, that money
could not be spent because of 601.
Marcy said.
Therefore, cuts must be made to
make space for inflation and salary
adjustments.
The cut to higher education would

allow the state to raise salaries for
university faculty and staff, who
have not received an increase in
pay since 1991.
The budget legislation reads, "for
the 1995-97 biennium, it is the intent of the Legislature to make
further efficiency reductions in
higher education. Related savings
will
go
toward
funding
compensation increases."

See BUDGET/page 3

Shaw-Smyser renovation complete with high-tech features
by Staci A. West
News editor
Faculty and staff in the School of
Business and Economics set up
offices in Shaw-Smyser during
spring break and students began
attending classes in the building
last week.
With the renovation complete, students and professors can participate in the information revolution
with help from the building's stateof-the-art technology.
Construction began on the renovationprojectin 1991 and cost more
than $10.7 million, said John
Holman, director of Facilities Management.
"The information revolution is
reallycomingintoreality,"Holman
said.
"It's extremely important to give
our graduates the tools to deal with
the new technologies in the work
force," he said. -

Each office in the building is
The building now features technology Holman calls "user- equipped with a computer that is
friendly."
connected to the campus VAX sysComputer labs previously located tem and Internet.
Classrooms have 1,1lso been redein Hebeler Hall have been moved
to Shaw-Smyser. Six labs have signed with fixed seating, Holman
said. Instead of having individual
about 40 computer stations each.
Classrooms in Shaw-Smyser have desks for each student, movable
become multi-media centers where chairs ·are set up along tables excomputers can be used as teaching tending across the room.
Holman said the state requires
tools.
Single unit computer consoles each classroom to have a certain
have been placed in each of the 20 number of seating units.
classrooms.
Two classrooms were designed
Voice data and video connections · with tiers, which create space for
allow professors to project infor- more students.
In the future, more classrooms
mation from their computers onto
may be reconstructed in the tier
overhead projectors.
The projectors are also connected design if funds are available.
to video cassette recorders in each Holman said.
Besides helping in the classroom,
classroom and the library's video
system. Professors can get films computers control most of the new
from the Library loaded onto the mechanical systems added to the
building.
classroom system.
"It is right at the cutting edge of
The new air-handling system is
technolo y ," Holman said.
fully computer-controlled. The

Technical coordinator Graham Nott points to the panel of
video equipment professors use In lecture.
computer tells the system when to
tum on and off the air or heat.
This system will improve energy
efficiency, Holman said. Because
the system is automatic, windows
in Shaw-Smyser cannot be opened
or shut.
Last week the air-handling sys-

tern failed, and temperatures increased until the labs were shut
down.
Holman said the air-handling
system's computer had not mal-

See SMYSER/page 3
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Authors call to extend
rights .to great apes
respect this as we do with other
people."
The great apes, which include
chimpanzees, gorillas and orangutans, are closer genetically to humans than any other being. Roger
Fouts said apes' DNA differs by
only 1 percent from humans'.
Despite this similarity, it is legal
to imprison a full-size chimpanzee
ina25 square footcell,Roger Fouts
said. Many chimps live in these
cells until they die, which can be at
60 years old.
''They face life imprisonment in
these tiny spaces simply because
they aren't human," he said.
This is wrong, because the similarities between humans and apes
are more important than the differences, he said.
"Just because they don't make
guns and computers doesn't mean
theydon'thavevalue,"RogerFouts
said.
He said the book asks for an accord to give the great apes certain
basic rights, including proper care
in captivity and freedom from tor-

by Staci A. West
News editor
The first step in the journey of a
thousand miles has been taken toward extending rights to great apes,
said Roger Fouts, co-director of
Central' s Chimpanzee and Human
Communication Institute.
The first step has been made by 34
authors who call for equal treatment for great apes and humans in
the recently published book, "The
Great Ape Project: Equality Beyond Humanity."
Roger and Deborah Fouts, co-directors of the CHCI, discussed the
book on KIRO radio's Jim French
Show March 28, along with coeditors Peter Singer and Paolo
Cavalieri.
In the book, the authors call for
"the extension of the community of
equals to include all great apes."
As a contributor to the book, Roger
Fouts agrees rights should be given
to great apes.
"If an animal is sentient (aware),
it has desires," he said. "We should

1ii
,i.
Co-directors of the Chimpanzee and Human Communication Institute Deborah and
Roger Fouts communicate with Moja, who they believe deserves basic rights.
ture.
The logic behind the argument for
equal treatment is empirical data,
he said.
Washoe, one of the chimpanzees
housed in the institute at Central, is
the first non-human to acquire a
human language.
CHCI houses five chimpanzees
who play games with each other,
use tools and communicate using

State superintendent to address trends,
future of education at April conferenee
Mac Bledsoe, father of football
player Drew Bledsoe, will also
speakatthisyear'sCharge. Bledsoe
is a teacher and motivational
speaker.
The conference features workshops such as a panel of first-year
teachers and mock interviews.
Topics discussed at The Charge in
previous years have included school
reform, the Individual Disability
Education Act, and gangs in
schools.
The Charge is financed in part
by a grant from the Superintendent
of Public Schools office.

Dan Fennerty, assistant professor
by Diane M. Schulrman
of education.
Editor-in-chief
The Charge is an annual conferThe Washington state Superin- ence designed to allow students
tendent of Public Instruction will and teachers to discuss educational
speak at a conference organized by issues in an informal setting.
The annual conference has· been
Central's Student Council for Ex-·
scheduled for April 15-17 at Fort
ceptional Children.
Judith Billings, superintendent of Warden in Port Townsend, Wash.
Public Instruction, will speak on
"It's an opportunity for us to coltrends in Washington state educa- laborate and avoid the traditional
tion at The Charge conference.
student/teacher relationship,''
She will address her predictions ~ennerty said. "Many faculty atof education's future and give her tend The Charge, but we're strictly
perceptions on recent education- participants. We sit and talk with
relatedstate legislative activity. said students."

Treat
Yourself oyally.

sign language.
The chimps' ability to communicate disproves the current developmentmodelofanimals with man
ontopofthepyramid,RogerFouts
said.
Instead, the scale should be horizontal, becauseallanimalsareconsidered beings, he said.
"Human is simply an adjective
for describing our beingness," he _,.,

Briefly observed
Power out~ge darkens Ellensburg, campus
Campus police reported the loss of an electrical feed line from the
Bonneville Power Administration caused the City-wide power outage
Tuesday night. A technician had to be called in from Yakima to
assist in the restoration of power to campus. Smoke from an
emergency generator prompted staff to evacuate the Library. Police
reported students got stuck in the Muzzall Hall elevator.

BOT to consider room and board rate increases
The Board of Trustees will meet at 11 a.m. tomorrow in Barge
412. Cynthia Curreri, the newest trustee, will appear for her first
official meeting.
·
They will consider a 4 percent increase in stildent room and boar4
rates for 1994-95, which are projected to be $3,820, compared to
$3,673 this year.

Newly-renovated Shaw-Smyser to be dedicated
A dedication ceremony for Shaw-Smyser will be at 2 p.m. tomorrow outside the building. A tour will follow the ceremony.

For the valley's best high,
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said. "And beingness is what's important. Chimps are beings."
A chimp's human characteristics
became evident when CHCI moved .
from the Psychology Building into
its new facility last year, which
features an outdoor space for the
chimps to use.
''They used to be grumpy," he
said. "Now they're psychologically
happier, play more and fight less."

',,
509-453-2847

t
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Building
paves way
for future

State ·allocates $2.4 million
to colleges for professorships
From BUDGET/page 1

From SMYSER/page 1
functioned.
A motor controlling the air vent
wasn't working properly.
"We're developing new and
better ways of testing systems,"
he said.
"We try to make them fail and
find out where any problems
are."
If students are patient with the
problems, he said, they will find
the building is a good·environment to learn in.
Holman said distance-learning
equipment will be installed in
the tiered classrooms.
The equipment will broadcast
class lectures to other cities or
to the branch campuses.
Students and professors will be
able to communicate through
the system.
Students who are unable to get
to a college site would get a
degree by using the program.
"We'll have the ability to
deliver programs to students we
haven't before," he said.

Ken Pinnell / The Observer

Professor Ross F. Byrd, chair of the Business Education
and Administrative Management Depanment, lectures to
students in a renovated Shaw-Smyser classroom.

Actress honored for activism,
proactive Broadway productions
.

From BURROWS/page 1
1968 in New York City and was
instantly acclaimed by The New
York Times, which call(!(f her the
· "Queen of B~~k Theatre."
Her tours have taken her throughout Europe and Africa, and to more
than 3,000 college campuses in the
United States during her 30-year
career. She has also performed on
television and radio.
In addition to her theatrical work,

Burrows is a permanent representativetotheUnitedNationsforthe
Women'slntemational Democratic
Federation and chairs the United
Nations'Non-GovemmentalOrganization Committee on Southern
Africa.
. She has been active on issues such
as affordable housing, education
and conflict resolution in her New
York community.
Burrows has received numerous
honors for her work on stage and in
the community, including the Ac-

tors' Equity Association's Paul
Robeson Award for her use of the
arts to communicate cross-culturally. She has also been awarded the
National Organization for
Women's New York City chapter
Susan B. Anthony Award.
Burrows' performance is sponsored by the Women's Resource
Center, the Women's Studies Ptogram, Student Affairs-Diversity,
Residence Living and the theater
arts department. Admission to the
perfonnance is free.

The lack of salary increases affects morale, Marcy said. Studies
show professors work an average
of 55 hours each week, she said.
''Their salaries aren't even keeping pace with inflation," she said.
Indeed, inflation rose an average
of 3.2 percent each year since 1991
while salaries remained stagnant.
At the same time, the university
suffered continual budget cuts.
Since 1991, the Legislature has
cut 9 percent from Central's budget, while student enrollment has
risen 11 percent.
Higher enrollment meant the university had to do more with the
same amount of resources, Marcy
said.
Last year Central received a' cut,
which it took out of administrative
budgets. But Marcy said nothing is
left to cut in that area.
"There's not a lot of wiggle room
left," Marcy said.
"We may have to start cutting at
student programs," she said.
The good news is Central did not
receive a cut in this year's supplemental budget
The supplemental budget allows

legislators to make adjustments for
economic forecasts and financial
needs that differ from the previous
year's budget.
The Legislature earmarked $2.4
million in the supplemental budget
for distinquished professorships
and fellowships at state colleges.
Central will receive $350,000,
with $100 ,000 funding graduate fellowships and the remaining funds
going toward distinquished professorships, Marcy said.
However, the university must be
- able to match that amount before it
can receive the state's share.
The money will then .be placed in
an endowment. With an endowment, the university invests the
money and then uses the interest
earned to hire distinquished professors.
If Central fails to raise matching
funds, the $350,000 from the state
will be made available to other universities that can match it, Marcy
said.
Central must also raise fow: sepa·rate $25,000 graduate fellowships
in order to receive the same amount
from the state.
The supplemental budget kicks
into effect July 1, 1994.

Cfiina !1-(ouse
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Honors, achievements recognized
under provost's new program

CLAS programs
to be improved
From CLAS/page 1
said.
CLAS has struggled, and failed,
in four searches within the last
few years to find a person to fill
the dean position.
Brown said candidates were
"undoubtedly impressed with
the complexity and apparent
difficulty of dealing with this
college."
By distilling the departments
into two areas, organizational
and functional issues can be
addressed more easily, he said.
The Arts and Humanities
division will include the
departments of art, communication, English, foreign languages,
history, music, philosophy,
political science and theater arts.
The Science division includes
the departments of anthropology, biological sciences,
chemistry, computer science, ·
geography, geology, law and
justice, mathematics, physics,
psychology and sociology.
Issues the acting deans will
address include working to
improve programs, Brown said.
'Tm confident these problems
can be solved," he said. "There
is no reason to believe the

The Observer

by Greg Aldaya

Copy editor

Robert W. Brown
current structure of this college
is functional."
Under the new organization
the dean would have more time
and energy to interact with
department chairs and faculty in
solving problems, he said.
An internal search will be
conducted to find a person to fill
the second acting dean position.
Brown will remain as acting
dean of the sciences.
Students will not see an
immediate change within their
majors or departments, he said,
except for improvements.
"Our evaluations and assessments can lead to the strongest
and best programs," Brown said.
The Board of Trustees will
consider the proposal at a
meeting at 11 a.m. tomorrow in
Bar e412.

Central has established a program
to recognize outstanding student
achievers who traditionally are not
acknowledged sufficiently, accord~
ing to Thomas D. Moore, provost
and vice president for academic
affairs.
In a memo to department chairs,
Moore expressed his concern over
the incompleteness of departments
without honors programs.
Only eight departments have honors programs: anthropology, communication, economics, education,
English, foreign languages, music
and sociology.
In addition, five departments have
honors societies: business education, history, political science, physics and psychology.
"The provost believes we need to
do more to recognize outstanding
achievement," said Donald
Schliesman, special assistant to the
provost, who wrote the memo.
The program will include a fall
convocation to recognize incoming freshmen who are attending on
academic scholarships. He said the

program will also feature a general
presentation about the importance
of learning and the different scholarships available to students.
·
The fall convocation was created
to welcome students and faculty
and to address the importance of
excellence in college study,
Schliesman said.
The week of commencement traditionally has been devoted to honoring students who have outstanding achievements in their departments.
This year's honors week and commencement will follow tradition
for the last time.

Next year a speaker will address
graduating seniors on Monday of
commencement week. Departments will then honor students on
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday ·
and at convocation on Friday,
Schliesman said.
"By next year we hope to have it
a little more organized," he said.
Central is putting together honor
societies for freshmen and trying to
get individual majors to adopt honor
societies, Schliesman said.
"The program is for the students
who achieve and for other students
to realize that others are doing well
academically, not just athletically."

Let us help you 1nake it ...
It's easy, all you need to do is stop by
Mr. G's in the next week and fill
out a short questionaire. Once it's
completed you will receive one of our fresh
baked cookies.
On the comer of 8th & Chestnut
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Climate
task force
gears up
The new Campus Climate Task
Force will meet for the first time
April 14 to discuss its goals and
purpose.
The task force was created to analyze the attitudes and behaviors,
both formal and informal, that create the campus climate, said Linda
Ruffer, co-chair of the task force
and director of the Women's Resource Center.
Robert W. Brown, dean of the
College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences, co-chairs the task force with
Ruffer.
By looking at attitudes toward
areas such as race and gender, the
task force will recommend policy
changes or implementation to the
administration.
Ruffer said the task force will
look at the smaller inequities on
campus that can accumulate and be
long-tenn.
The task force consists of three
students who were chosen by the
president and three vice-presidents,
one civil services member, and 10
faculty members and administrators.
Open forums will be held once
the task force has invented itself
and begun work, Ruffer said.

BE
GOOD!
from your friends at The Observer
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New state law increases Car attracts sexually explicit photos
drunk driving penalties Stolen checkbook clicks its heels, finds its way home
Drunk drivers, particularly repeat 90days.
March 29, 1:20 a.m.
offenders, can expect more strinOfficers arrested a 23-year-old
Fines for first offenders will now
gent penalties under a law signed be higher, starting at $350. The man for driving while intoxicated. He was pulled over for
last Friday by Gov. Mike Lowry.
maximum fine is $5,000.
The new law drops the legal level
This tiered approach hands out a driving with a taillight out.
of intoxication to .02 for drivers different sentence for first offend- Officers also cited him for
who are under 21 years old.
ers who have high blood alcohol driving with a suspendecJ
People under 21 who get their concentrations or who refuse to take license.
first alcohol-related offense (at .02 a test to determine their blood alcoMarch 29, noon
or higher) will lose their driver's hol level.
A vehicle prowl was reported
license for 90 days.
A person with a blood alcohol
Second offenders lose their license concentration of .10 is legally in the 0-19 parking lot. An '84
for one year or until they reach age drunk; at a blood alcohol concen- GMC black truck had its
21.
tration of .15 or higher, the penal- passenger side window broken.
Young people who refuse to take ties include a minimum jail stay of A tool box and tools were taken,
a breath test lose their license for two days (to a maximum of one along with an athletic jacket.
one year on their first offense and year) and a license suspension of The items were valued at a total
of $600.
two years on their second offense. up to four months.
No suspects have been devel"Our research shows young drivMinimum fines range from $500
oped.
ers have ahighernumberof crashes to $5,000.
at lower blood alcohol levels. Also,
"The new breath test clause, along
drinking is illegal under age 21," with the new license suspension March 29, 5:30 p.m.
A student was playing catch
said Chuck Hayes, director of the clause, gives prosecutors more
and didn't A baseball was
Washington Traffic Safety Com- clout," Hayes said.
missfon.
"The intention is to relieve pres- thrown in the courtyard area of
Stephens-Whitney Hall. The
The law cracks down on repeat sure on a clogged court system."
offenders of all ages in light of
About 44,000 DWI's are issued baseball broke a window in
Room D-2, shattering glass onto
research that shows that it's the each year in Washington state.
repeat offender~ who are a big part
Under the new law, people who the leg and hand of a woman
of the fatal collision problem, re- get a DWI tick~t will be issued a visiting the ro~m.
sponsible for ·about half the alco- different type of driver's license,
hol-related collisions where some- called a probationary license, which March 29, 10:45 p.m.
A woman reported she had
one dies.
they will have for five years.
"All too often the drunk drivers
who kill people have a grocery list
of driving offenses, including alcohol-related offenses, on their driv~
ing records, and a history with a
system that has not treated them
, ~~
harshly enough," Hayes said.
The new law sets up a tiered approach for dealing with people who
drink too much and then drive.
Not Valid with Daily Specials
A first offense can net a jail sen8t h an d Ch estnut
tence of between one day and one year. and a suspended license up to
962-5050 Valid Mon. - Fri. 11:30 - 2:30

NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH!
Buy 1 Lunch and get
the Second at 1/2
price when you show
~~~
your CWU l.D. Card

'"W

received harassing phone calls.
~e case is being investigated.

March 31, 7:08 p.m.

March 30, 5:44 p.m.
A Moore Hall 23-year-old man
reported his checkbook had been
stolen. The case was reported as
third-degree theft.

Campus

fl
Cops
The case was resolved when the
man discovered his checkbook
had been mailed to his permanent
residence in the Seattle area.
Nothing was missing from the
checkbook.
March 30, 11:05 p.m.
A 23-year-old woman reported

sexually explicit photographs had
been left on the windshield of her
car that was parked in the N-19
lot.

Smoke in the garbage chute
area around Muzzall Hall was
reported to officers. The
Ellensburg Fire Department
responded to the call and cleared
people out of the building. One
of the hallways smelled like
firecrackers, police report.
April 1, 6:34 a.m.
Grounds maintenance personnel
reported the solid concrete
lanterns in the Japanese Garden
had been knocked over. The
repair costs will total nearly
-$200. Police have no suspects at
this time.
April 1, 11:33 p.m.
An officer saw a man throw a
cup on the ground in front of
Student Village. He approached
the man for littering. The officer
asked the 19-year-old man if he
had been drinking.
The man initially denied he had
been drinking. but admitted he
had when the officer picked up
the cup and discovered beer
inside.
The officer cited the man for
minor in possession of alcohol.

1'Jt:GDGD1
Q-UD€rvTS Wirt.! ATT€rvTiON-D€FiCir
HYP€QACTiViTY Al\ID SrUD€NrS Wir~ A
L€Af2NiNG DiSABiLiTY il\J 12.€ADil\JG, FOQ. A
cwl.A '2€S€A12.Ct.l P12.0:J€Cr CONDUCTED
BY LiSA W€YANDr, D€Pr. OP PSYCt.!OLOGY. ~~ PAiD FOfl.. PAf2.TiCiPATiOIV.
CALL "bt2. WSVAIVDr FOtZ. -A DDiriOlVAL

if\/FO~ATiOIV

SPAIN~ QU~RTER

gG3-3Gff

DU .E S

at

202 N Pine

HANS' GYM.

$55

for 11 Weeks (March28-June11)
of Weights or-Aerobics

Come up with a down payment of
pay the balance by April 20th

-+

for a TOTAL of
(Includes l.D. card

Q"

962-9277

$15
$40
$55

tax included

a $5 value)

· NEW EXTENDED HOURS
Mon. - Thurs.
Friday

Saturday
Sunday

-*
*
*
*
*

*
*

5:30 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
5:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.

8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
12:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.

You Get What You Pay For:
Certified Aerobic Instructors
Your Choice of Music
Step Reebok® Aerobics - 38 Classes Weekly
Dressing Rooms and Lockers
10,000 Square Feet of a Modern, Air Conditioned Facility
Parking
Personalized Training Routines Shown by Qualified Trainers
Saunas
Nearly 9,000 lbs. of Free Weights
Tanning
Extra Large, Totally Separate Aerobics Room
More Cardiovascular Equipment
Serving Ellensburg and Surrounding Communities Since 1976
Friendly & Helpful Employees to Serve You!

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
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OBSERVANCE
Provost's recommendation
considers everyone's needs
The uproar can finally come to an end.
For the past year and a half, many members of the campus community have been up in arms over the reorganization of the College of
Letters, Arts and Sciences.
People in departments and programs across campus have sweated
and worried about their area being cut, streamlined or combined with
other departments. Students have fretted over being able to complete
their majors.
Provost 1homas Moore has finally made his recommendation: to
simply divide the college in half.
This solution is a good one, provided the Board of Trustees approves
it
It simplifies the administrative task of overseeing the large college;
keeps all departments, programs and majors in place; and since the
second acting dean's position will replace the associate dean's position, the recommendation controls Central' s administrative costs.
In fact, there will be virtually no difference in the college except on
paper and at the administrative level under this proposal.
Provost Moore has listened to faculty and student concerns regarding the restructuring of the college, and his proposal takes those into
consideration.
- It also takes into consideration the problems the dean of CLAS has
faced ·in trying to oversee 20 departments. It has been virtually
impossible to make any improvements or to solve any problems
because of the large size of the college.
Now, with one clean working with the arts and humanities, and one
dean working with the sciences, each dean will be able to focus on
those areas. They will have more time and resources available to
spend working with department chairs to make improvements in
departments and programs and work toward a more efficient, problem-free college.
This task will be much easier since the work will be done by smaller
groups.
As for students, they will benefit first from the fact no departments
or programs are being eliminated. Even though Central is bound to the
academic requirements of the catalog students entered Central under,
with Moore's proposal, no one will be caught in an uncertain transition period while the college shifts from one set of requirements and
majors to another.
Second! y, they will benefit from the administration's and faculty's
ability to focus on improving the current system rather than focusing
on what to eliminate.

LETTERS
Speakers should provide diver~ity of opinions
To the Editor:
In regards to Pearcey's and
Myers' letters in the Feb. 24 Observer; and ultimately, to the letter
written by Kemp and Knox: .
- Though I don't necessarily agree
with everything in Kemp's and
Knox's letter, some important
points need to made about it
I think the original point Kemp
and Knox made was they felt only
one side of the issues of sex, violence, authority, etc. was being addressed.
Their point, as I read it, was the
university should balance out the
speakers they bring in for us to
usten to. I think this is a very good
point.
The university should encourage
people to take a look at opposing
viewpoints in order to broaden their
perspective.
I applaud Myers' point which was
to take time to listen to everyone
and to become educated. Diversity

of all types should be respected
before it's blindly rejected.
Two points need addressing in
Pearcey• s letter:
First, he said because Kemp and
Knox hold different views than Ice
T and Dr. Ruth, this means they
don't want to hear views that are
different and even makes a comparison to Hitler and silencing ideas.
I don't see Kemp and Knox as
promoting the silencing of ideas; I
see them as promoting balance.And
as far as not wanting to hear ideas
different from your own, I challenge Pearcey to take his own advice, to challenge his own belief
system and look at other people's
viewpoints, even conservative or
Christian ones.
Second, in regards to Maximum
Sex, it is ignorant to assume the
two naked people in bed were not
married. The point made was maximum sex happens in a relationship
in which you've waited until marriage. There was no hypocrisy in

advertising it.

Matt Brady
student

Censorship not just a 90s issue; nannies no substitute for good parents
by Joe Bob Briggs
Creators' Syndicate columnist
I was just reading this newspaper
article about a Congressman who
thinks the government should be
censoring television shows because
the shows have become "lewd and
repulsive."
This guy introduced a bill in Congress to clean up television because network television is "running wild and has thrown all standards to the winds."
So what's new, right? This happens all the time in the 90s, right?
Only the article is not from the
90s. It's from April 3, 1951. The
Democratic Congressman is Rep.
Thomas I. Lane, of Massachusetts,
who saw some television shows
with women in scanty clothing and
people making "wisecracks and
signs which are lewd."
He did introduce the bill. Fortunately, the bill got nowhere.
And now we have another bill.
And 10 years from now we'll have
another one, and another one, and
another one, because if there's one
thing we can be certain about in
America, it's that there will always

be a Goody Two-Shoes lobby that
will try to censor people who write,
broadcast and perform material the
lobby considers disgusting.
One of the first movies ever made,
in 1898, was ''The Kiss." It featured, ofcourse, an on-screen, closeup kiss. And it caused an immediate demand for censorship.
Many believed close physical contact between a man and a woman
should not be seen on a public
screen.
Four or five years later, we had
"The Great Train Robbery," in
which robbers shot off guns and
killed people on camera. And it
caused an immediate cry for censorship, because many believed the
actual killing of people on a public
screen was irresponsible.
And so there you have it, from the
very beginning of film. Sex and
violence. Violence and sex. And
people who want to see both of
them wiped off the map.
If you hate what you're seeing,
you call it sex and violence. If you
like it, you call it romance and
adventure.
There were calls for censorship in
the 20s (successful), calls for censorship in the 30s (unsuccessful),

''

If you hate what

you 're seeing, you call
it sex and violence. If
you like it, you call it
romance and adventure.
calls for censorship in the 40s ( successful) and calls for censorship in
the 50s (partially successful), and
then, ever since the 60s, we've been
winning the war against those who
want to control what's on the screen.
But you know why I don't worry
about these guys too much?
Read those lines by Rep. Thomas
J. Lane at the top of this column,
and then think about what was on
television in 1951.
He's obviously silly, right? We
see that now. We eventually see
that about all these guys. For some
people it takes 40 years, for some it
takes five minutes.
Let them go ahead and put forward their censorship bills.and then
let's get it over with, OK? Let's be
quick about it this time.
Up until about three years ago, the

only people I ever heard use the
word "nanny" were upper-class
British twits and women from Boston named Estelle.
Out in west Texas, to this day, if
you use the word "nanny," nobody
will ever think you 're talking about
anything except a goat.
So when did this nanny thing happen?
I don 'tknow what the British definition of nanny is, but in America a
nanny is basically somebody you
hire to hang around with the kid all
day while you 're doing something
more important
In my neighborhood in Texas, we
called this the widow woman. There
was always a widow woman on
your street, and your mom would
drop you off there and give the
widow woman $5 to keep you for
the afternoon.
But I don't think this is what
they're talking about today when
they say nanny. When they hire a
nanny today, they give this woman
a six-hour interview. They want to
know where she lives, who she
knows, whether she smokes, where
she shops and what she eats.
It's easier to get into law school
than it is to get hired as a nanny.

It makes me think my Mom should
have been questioning the widow
woman a little more when I was
growing up. Who knows? I could
have been poisoned by ambient
secondhand cigarette smoke.
Anyhow, what it comes down to is
everybody's trying to find a psychologist/nutritionist/nurse/playmate/shopping assistant/cook to
enrich the life of their child every
day, but only if this person cah
work for the same salary as a junior
checker at Wal-Mart.
Then, if anything happens to the
baby while the nanny is in charge,
these same caring parents will sue
from here to Nome, Alaska, and
probably file criminal child-abuse
charges.
Who would want this job?
Desperate people.
Who would want desperate people
taking care of their baby?
Stupid people.
Why would stupid people have a
baby in the first place, especially
when they don't have time for it?
Look, if you 're going to have a
baby, you've got to take care of it
I think if you asked babies what
they really think, they• d rather you
didn't farm out the contract.
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More Letters
Ice T, Dr. Ru_th approprl~te speakers for Central; letters lack insig.h t
To the Editor:

_ instead of offering insight or another point of view.
I have finally decided to write to
The letter I am responding to was
The Observer.
criticizing Central for bringing Ice
Every issue I read makes me want T and Dr. Ruth to speak.
to write a letter. For this I praise The
The authors believed these two
Observer-part of its job as a paper speakers promote violence and proshould be to generate questions and miscuous sex, respectively.
responses from its readers; howPerhaps the authors should have
ever, most of my responses, had I attended, or at least learned someactually written them, would have thing about both lecturers before
been far from positive.
they criticized them.
Most of the material I wish to
From what I understand, Ice T's
respond to when I read The Ob- lectures are pro-unity and anti-vioserver is not from The Observer's lence.
staff. but from letters written to The
He supports gangs, but in a different form than what exist today. ·
Observer.
Most letters written simply highGangs to many are family; this is
light the ignorance of the author(s) what he supports. The violent side

of gangs is what Ice T would like
to see disappear.
Ice T also talks about police violence and dealing with racism.
Recently, on Larry King Live,
Ice T explained to Larry King he
(Ice T) dislikes only the police
officers other police officers dislike-the bad police officers.
He wanted to make this very clear.
He stressed he supported the police and recognized their dangers,
but is against police violence.
Ice T now sounds like a good
lecturer for Central, doesn't he?
Dr. Ruth, on the other hand, is
actually a perfect speaker to have
during this crisis of high levels of
STDs among Central students be-

Many behaviors may be sexual harasslllent
To the Editor:
Thank you for the March 3 article
on sexual·harassment. I am heartened to see The Observer is addiessing such important and timely issues. However, the examples of
sexual harassment you cited are only
the most obvious kinds.
I am concerned your article may
reinforce the perception harassment
only takes place when a student is
grossly or obviously threatened. An
offer to exchange sex for a grade is
indeed harassmentbutthereareother
forms of harassment that affect the
sexual climate and are equally damaging.

Any unwanted sexual attention can
be harassing.
When someone is pressured for a
date or given other unwanted atten.tion it is harassment. Sexual innuendo in conversations can be seen
as harassment. Sex jokes and inquiri~s into someone's personal sex
life can be harassing. Ogling someone can be seen as harassment.
All of these ]?ehaviors can set a
climate that is hostile to the person
receiving the unwanted behavior.
In the work place or classroom they
send a signal to the victim that says,
"I have power over you and can
reduce you to an object if I so de-

The sad fact is harassment is com- ·
mitted by teacher to student, student to student, student to teacher,
teacher to teacher and staff to staff.
It is endemic on our campus and
in our world. Butthingsarechanging because the victims are sick
and tired of being objectified sexually. They are beginning to acknowledge they have rights.
Women, for one, are beginning to
say openly and in a loud, assertive
voice, "I do not like the way you
are treating me, CUT IT OUT~"
Thank you for listening.
Brenda Hubbard

sire."

Assistant professor, theatre arts

Josh McDowell, for those who
have been here as long as I, has
already spoken at Central once before. Five years ago he spoke before a concert.

Daryl Moore
student

Free speech proven 'quite lively';
still no balance in Central speakers
To the Editor:
I appreciate the letters and comments received, from my original
letter in The Observer Feb. 17.
I commend the authors and others who contributed valuable
thoughts and ideas regarding the
topic. A society with free speech
has proven to be quite lively to live
in.
I feel it is necessary to reiterate
my thoughts.
Despite the differences in opinion regarding the values and morals of speakers Ice T and Dr. Ruth,

I still feel there is not a balance ill the
speakers invited to Central by
ASCWU, Augmented Services, etc.
One other thought I would like to
share is a quote from John 14:6:
"Jesus said, 'I am the way and the
truth and the life."'
Once again, thank you for your
thoughts.
·
Christopher Knox
student

Buckle the

"~ups

GET READY FOR SUMMER!
SuNLEss TAN, GLvcouc Ac10 SKIN
CLARIFIER, VITAMIN

E STICKS,

AND MucH MoRE!

Wear ·a
Condom!

You can just read
it for the articles

military.

Although this was not sponsored
by Central, it was held at Central' s
pavilion. He did provide interesting
insight into the repercussions ofpremarital sex, but he is a minister for
the Christian Church.
His being a minister will often deter non-Christians from hearing his
viewpoint, which is not necessarily
always Bible-this, Bible that.
He is very interesting to listen to.
Perhaps this little bit of insight will
help educate some, and maybe anger
some others.
Great, that is the whole point of this
letter.

'BEAUTY FOR·ALL SEASONS.

If you're
gonna do it
naked, don't
be ·fully
exposed!! ·

~Observer

cause she preaches safer sex.
Theargumenttheauthorsaresupporting really has nothing to do
with STDs, but is in fact anti-promiscuity.
Maybe Dr. Ruth was a good idea
A little education never hurt.
As for the other speakers suggested, great, bring them in.
I would love to hear Colin Powell
speak-maybe he could clear up
to me his reasons for being against
an open policy for gays in the

COMPLIMENTARY' SAM.PLES AIAILABLE.
PLEASE CALL:

G1A PACE,

INDEPENDANT CONSULTANT

is looking for writers who are interested in
becoming published. Enter the world of print
journalism by submitting your stories. Contact
an editor today! Call 963-1073 or stop by the
lab in Bouillon 227.
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'Vehicles' exhibit pulls into Spurgeon Gallery
by Joe Butler

Matthew Kangas, an art critic for

Scene Editor

People walking by the Sarah
Spurgeon Gallery in Randall Hall
may think they have wandered into
Hogue Technology by mistake.
A full-size metal car with large
tires and no windows gleams in the
shadows. A full-length rowboat
with a large wood frame over it sits
in the comer. Nothing else.
The boat and car comprise the
"Vehicles" exhibit, which opened
March 30 and runs until April 22.
The vehicles were designed by John
T. Young, an art professor at the
University of Washington.
Young, 39, will be on campus
April 8 to demonstrate his vehicles
and answer questions about his
other works. A free reception will
be at 7 p.m. in the gallery and is
open to the public.
With the boat and car, Young tries
to portray the process of disconnection from reality. Young got
the idea from watching Gulf War
footage. He was intrigued by how
pilots could program bombs possessing sensing equipment accurately but could be disconnected
from the purpose of the bombs.
The "Phibian Car," built in 1992,
has no windows but is equipped
with sonar, radar and a closed-circuit camera to allow the driver to
perl:e;;i vc

Liit

world wiLhoul win-

dows.
The battery-operated two-man car
is also amphibious, meaning it can
operate on land and in shallow

Sculpture Magazine, said Young is

April Ottey and her 3-month-old son Finn examine John Young's "Phlblan Car." The
car, which runs in the water, possesses radar, sonar and a closed-circuit camera.
water. In a videotape playing next
to the car, Young demonstrates this
feature by driving in Lake Washington and detecting nearby schools
of fish.
In a Seattle Times interview,
Young said, "It (the car) changes
the way you look at television, because instead of it being a passive
experience,yourlifeisdependent
on it."
'"Anyone in Japan could experience our surroundings the same
way we see them inside the vehicle," he said.
Young plans to add more instru-

ments to the car, nicknamed by his
3-year-old daughter who couldn't
pronounce '"amphibian." Additions include a satellite link-up, underwater camera and an infrared
camera. He also would like visitors
to other galleries to view the
vehicle's actions-via a satellite
link- while he is out riding in it in
other locations.
The project was funded in part by
a New Langton Artist Grant and
the Rockefeller Foundation. The
car cost approximately $3,000 to
construct and is 8 feet tall.
The second half of the exhibit, the

"Skagit River Probe" was designed
earlier and also based on disconnection. Two windows are in the
bottom of the boat facing the water.
There are also two television-sized
holes in the sides of a frame covering part of the boat, and a television-sized hole in the roof of the
frame.
Young said as humans, we focus
more of our attention on small objects, instead of.everything around
us. By looking through each hole
one at a time and detaching ourselves from other views, he thinks
we perceive things differently.

"aggressively restoring function to
sculpture, just as craft artists are
rushing to escape it."
Young graduated from the Phillips
Exeter Academy in 1971, received
his bachelor's degree in fine art
fromAmherstCollegein 1976,and
received a master's degree in sculpture from the Rhode Island School
of Design in 1978.
He has taught in the art department atthe University of Washington since 1984. He also taught in
Colorado, California and New Jersey. Five years ago, he originated
the only three-course public art program in the country, which teaches
history of public art, examples of
modem art, and finally design of
public works for campuses.
Young has been featured in several art magazines and has been
named to Who's Who in American
Art. He has been commissioned for
more than 20 sculptures across the
country, including outdoor sculptures in Seattle and New Hampshire. He has put on more than 10
one-man shows, been in more than
30 group shows, and has given various lectures.
Gallery hours are Monday through
Friday, 8 a.m to 5 p.m., and by
special appointment, said Director
Cathy Nisbet.
Nisbet hopes people from every
interest will see the exhibit. She
said students may be interested,in
the construction of the vehicles or
the conceptual art involved.

·Director of Development and 'drum major' all in one
by Joe Butler
Scene editor

Central' s director of Development sees herself as a drum major,
leading the exciting parade of Central fundraising.
Maria Thompson, who was hired
for this newly created position in
January, believes strongly in the
ideas of partnership and support at
Central to increase financial support from outside sources.
Since taking the job, Thompson
has worked toward utilizing computer technology to help with soliciting funds, surveying interests and
keeping track of donors.
''It is important to get an effective message out, and that can easily translate into support," she said.
In her two months here, she has
already created a three-year plan
for her office, created a Central
Investment Fund process and is
working on a new fund appeal to
target alumni and emerti.
This job is a big change for the
Monroe High School graduate.
After high school; Thompson attended the University of Washington, received a degree in art history
and planned on a career in public
arts administration.
A summer intership in
Washington, D. C., her final quarter
allowed her to see how politics and
fine arts mix. She worked with Rep.
Tom Foley, D-Wash. During this
time, she was selected as an arts
management intern with the
National Endowment of the Arts to
study media coverage and statistics
of art across the nation.
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Maria Thompson ha~ been Central's director of Development since January. She Is
looking forward to using new technology to Increase donations to Central.
This led to ajob as program manager with the National Institute for
Music Theater, a non-profit agency
in D.C, coordinating funds for auditions for creators and performers
of American musical theater and
opera. This was her first work cultivating major donors.
Thompson returned to the Seattle
area and was hired as a fundraiser
for the Seattle Symphony. Her job
was to cultivate sources and gifts of
$1,000 or greater.
She eventually ended up in California, managing six areas for
United Way, which at that time was
scrutinizing the ethics of its top
administrators.
"I was there during the big crisis,

and had to hold several meetings,"
Thompson said. "People had a lot
of questions, and I really had to turn
their energy into giving."
"I see a great need for the social
services and I will continue to
give," Thompson said.
Since her family is from Washington and one of her two_brothers
attends Central, she heard about
the opening for the director's position and applied last year.
Previously, the duties of overseeing fundraising activities were carried out by the director of University Relations and the director of
Alumni Affairs. Thompson's duties require full-time attention to
giving, goals and the creation of a

new framework for giving.
While Mark Young, vice president of University Advancement,
works on major gifts, Thompson is
responsible for ovel"Seeing annual
giving.
.
Central' s Foundation has budgeted $250,000 for 30 months to be
used for creating development
tools, such as brochures, to reach
more people.
Thompson has set three goals for
her first six months. The first is to
begin a new fund appeal in April
targeting alumni and emeriti.
The second is to manage a successful CIF campaign.
Thompson arrived on campus in
time to participate in this year's

CIF program, which lost 187 donors.
She studied CIF donations for the
past three years and persuaded planners to set higher goals.
"People give to other people," she
said. "Each donation given builds
in the community and passes on
leadership."
The third goal is an event for donors of $1,000 or more scheduled
for May 14 tocoincidewithParent's
Weekend.
Thompson is also looking for
ways to use new technology to improve the giving process. In the
future, she looks forward to sending personalized newsletters via
electronic mail to save postage
costs.
"This technology is big, and if
Central can get on the bandwagon
we will be better for it," she said.
Thompson is also using computers to update files of donors and to
track donations, which has not been
done before. Computers can now
allow for timely thank-you's, reveal records of donations for the
past three years and track donor
giving, she said.
She said she enjoys being at Central and plans to stay for several
years.
"I think Ellensburg is a very pretty
area, and I have had a very warm
reception," Thompson said. "It is
really exciting working forpeople, and it is a big opportunity to build."
Thompson was asked to be nominated fora position in the Ellensburg
United Way chapter, but she decided not to pursue it right now,

See DIRECTOR/ page 11
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Politically
Correct
Person on the Street
Daring to ask the questions
burning in YOUR heart ...
This week's question:
You have been chosen as a
guest on an episode of
"Donahue." What is the topic?

junior,
construction
management:
"How to
drink your
way through
college and
.........~---~still graduate."

Sally Mercer,
sophomore,
actuarial
science:
"Two-timing
men and how
to deal with

Heather,
senior,
psychology:
"I chose a
psychology
major to
manipulate
my boyfriend."

Matt Burke,
senior,
English:

"Necrophiliac
Satan
worshippers
who
sacrifice live

plattypusses."

What's Happening: stufffor you to do
Now that the Easter Rabbit (or the 70s disco party planned Saturday
Easter Rabbi-depending on reli- in Club Central has been cancelled
gion) has come and gone. it's time until further notice. But keep your
to refocus on the reason you are in bell bottoms and polyester suit on!
school: anything besides studying.
•Central's Theatre Arts Club is
Looking for exc_uses not to study? holding a rave from 9 p.m. until 1
The mo.n th of April offers several a.m. Saturday night in the Tower
study breaks (April Fool's. Easter, Theatre.
Arbor Day) or, since you already
Son Tissell, student senate repremissed a couple. a smart college . sentative, said the rave will feature
kid like you can make up your own a bubble machine, black lights, a
holidays. Learn to be creative.
disc jockey, techno-music and surHere are·programs for the week- round sound.
end and future programs.
''The speakers will be all around,
•Saturday: The Brotherhood of even above, not just one source,"
Undergraduate Drinking Society. said Tissell.
or BUDS, will be taking a trip to the
Dress is "as crazy as you want,"
west side to check out several mi- Tissell said. She expects about 100
cro-br((weries. They leave at 10 to 150 people to attend.
a.m. and will stop at the Brick in
Tickets are $4 at the.door,$3 in
Roslyn for "a bathroom break."
advance at the SUB Info Booth.
•What is it with you people? The
•This could be the year! (You

know, you hear that every year... )
The Mariners play April 11 against
Minnesota. Tickets now!

Concert Info:
•Tickets went on sale Monday for
Whitney Houston at the Tacoma
DomeJuly25. Ticketsare$50. No,
it's not a typo. That's almost five
large pizzas. kids.
•Can you hear me? Tickets also
went on sale Monday for the Broadway production of"Tommy" at the
ParamountMay 18-23. Ticketsare
$42.
•For some reason, there are still
tickets left for"Weird" Al Yankovic
at the Paramount April 29. I've got
mine; you shouldgetyoursfor$15.
• INXS, those guys from Down
Under, will beattheSeattleCenter
Coliseum April 12.
•The Nylons, everyone's favorite

a capella group. is playing April 19
at the Backstage in Seattle.
•Elvis Costello and the Attractions is playing at the Paramount
May5.
•Ravi Shankar, Americans' (at
least some of us) favorite Indian
sitar player, plays at the Paramount
April 24. Rumor has it this guy was
dropped at the last minute from the
Lollapalooza tour. Check it out.

RF..AD!RF..AD!RFAD!RFAD!RFAD!
The Observer wants YOU to go to
the rave! And so, the first five
people to go to the SUB Info Booth
tcxlay and say. "Hey. can I have a
free Rave ticket?" will win a FREE
ticket! Sound too good to be true?
Hey, free ticket!

READERS! Is your club doing
anything extraordinary? Write in
and tell us! Bouillon 227.

Tuesday night is all right for bar crawling ·
by Marsha Jensen
Staff reporter
You have your "Ellensburg
Crawl" T-shirt, now you want to
try the crawl shown on the shirt.
You will get your chance to join
fellow bar hoppers Tuesday night .
The Crawl will begin at 7 p.m. at
the Tav and work its way to each of
the six establishments on the shirts.
Each bar will be offering 99-cent
pounders to shirt wearers along
with other promotions.
And, if you can't make it to the
beginning of the Crawl, look at the

map on the back of the shirt for
participating bars, or just look for a
large group of people· wearing
shirts.
Damon King, president of the
Marketing Club, said Tuesday's
event is not affiliated with his club,
but was designed by fellow students and bar hoppers.
The "Ellensburg Crawl" idea for
the T-shirts started in November
when some Marketing Club officers were sitting around a table at
Adeline's, a local bar, and realized
Ellensburg's bar-hopping scene

usually follows the same pattemmoving from one bar to another
until a person can't walk.
The club also was trying to think
of a marketing strategy to raise
money, so they designed and printed
T-shirts in January and have sold
more than 300 since then.
"The shirts were designed to benefit the students and the businesses,"
said Kayla Lea King, Marketing
Club vice president for mem~r
ship.
King said if a person wears a Tshirt to any establishment on the

The result is a perm
that will keep the curl
even if you go
swimming, shampoo
or have hair color

RODEO CITY
GRAPHICS ~WORDS

*

shirt on certain days they will be
given discounts on beer and food.
Discounts vary with each establishment from 99-cent hot dogs to
free pretzels.
The club will be selling T-shirts
this week in the SUB, plus several
bars sell the shirts inside.
Besides wearing your T-shirt and
maybe a jacket, be sure to take
along $3.50 for a cab ride home or
have a designated driver.

*

413 North Main, Suite A ·

*SALE*

962--1 492
.Across from Rodeo Records • Beside New World Video

Ask your stylist about
getting an AIRWAVE
today. It's the last
word in permanent

EXPERIENCE AIRWAVE!
Leave with the Perm You WANT Today!

925-2320

~~l~S 9a.m. - 8p.m.

zuc
I vtSAj- i i
COUCH POTATO SPRING SPECIALS!
504 E. 8th

• 2 hd. Remote VCR {G.E.• CurtisMathcsorRcAJ
•Metal Futon
•800 Watt Digital Micro'Wave
•3.8 Cubic Ft. Refrigerator
•20" G.E. Remote T.V.
•Sharp Shelf Stereo
•1\vin Bed & Frame

$34.00 per mo.
$41.65 per mo.
$21.25 per mo.
$25.50 per mo.
$34.00 per mo.
$42.50 permo.
$28.05 per mo.

H&H Furniture

314 N. Pine

925-7722

OPEN:
Mon. • Fri.
9:30 • 6:00
Saturday
9:30 • 5:00
A
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The 'B' is for 'better'
to the movie guys

Spring brings more music for Marc
By Marc Trepanier
Special to The Observer

he battles skeletons, possessed
friends, perverted trees, winged
demons, and versions of himself
both large and small.
The first film, "The Evil
Book of The Dead," seems like a
rough draft of the second one. It has
more gore and is darker than the
sequel, "Evil Dead II: Dead By
Dawn."
The second movie takes B-movie
art to its pinnacle. The blackest
humor, the cheesiest special effects
and the best slapstick since Curley
left the Stooges can all be found in
this movie.
The last installment, "Army of
Darkness," has nothing to do with
the first two except Ash, and more
cheesy effects. With a larger budget, more live actors are introduced
along with a whole array of evil
dead.
We rate all three Groovy plus, but
we suggest you start with the second film to get a true· feel of Ash
and the gang, then see the third one,
and then if you're still in the mood,
the first is worth seeing.
Next week: "Shakes the Clown"
and "El Mariachi."

by Tony Costantl
and Dave Phllllps
Staff reporters

neao:·

Rating System:
Groovy
All right
Worse than Plan 9 From Outer
Space
Hi, I'm Tony, the short fat one.
I'm Dave, the tall skinny one. And
we're the B-Movie Guys.
What are B-movies? What does
the 'B' stand for? Some people
think it means "Bad," perhaps
"Bloody."
We believe it stands for "Best."
We are going to come to you each
week with the best movies we can
find, whether you like it or not. For
our first installment we are bringing to you our fine-featured selection, ''The Evil Dead Trilogy."
For those who love blood, gore
and the worst come-ons to ever
grace the silver screen, these flicks
are for you.
The protagonist, Ash (Bruce
Campell), is the kind of guy who
responds well in a crisis situation.
When confronted by the forces of
evil, Ash does what any sane person would do: he goes insane.
Brandishing a chainsaw strapped . The B-Movie Guys have been
to his wrist, a double-barreled shot- watching lousy movies for years.
gun which never seems to run out Plus, Tony used to cook popcorn
of ammunition, and a singular wit, in budget movie theater.

a

The Observer is still looking for talented/
creative/bizarre people to create:
•Horoscopes
•Word Puzzles .

•Mazes
•Cartoons

•Recipes
•Whatever You Do

If interested, please call 963-1073 or drop by
Bouillon 225. Ask for that Joe guy.

Mr.
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Rating Scale:
5- Go get it! Lives in the sassiest
house in Sassy/and.
4- Pretty darn cool. Ifyou' re under
21, buy it. What else are you
gonna do with your money?
3-lt' s all right. lfyouforgot your
brother's birthday and he's coming
to kill you, buy him this.
2-lt bites.
1-...you see where f m going with
this.
I look forward to spring for many
reasons. I like warm weather, girls
in shorts. and reruns, but most of all
I enjoy new music. This spring
blossoms with music to suit many
college tastes.
The top three albums offered this
spring are Alice in Chains,
Soundgarden and newcomer
CandJebox. Each group has its
own sound but all three yield to
..alternative" listeners.
•"Jar of Flies," the new album
from Alice in Chains, boasts the
single, "No Excuses," a song which
retains the somber mood of their
past albums.
The Columbia 'Chains record release features seven other gloomy

'i
c
c

a:

.,

c

~

songs, and look for the singles
"Rotten Apple" and "I Stay Away."
'Flies only has seven cuts running
more than 40 minutes, but if_you
like the style of Alice, I'd give the
album a try.
·
Rating: 3
•Soundgarden's new album,
"Superunknown," breaks new
ground by featuring different types
of music. It dips into reggae and
R&B but still keeps the
"Soundgarden style" on tracks like
"Spoonm'an," the album's first
single.
According to the band, this album is its best yet, and if you liked
its last two albums, you won't be
disappointed.
Rating: 4
•Candlebox 's self-entitled album
is not far behind these groups, as

by Gia Whitney-Pace
Special to The Observer
Fashion is al ways one element
that can be counted on to bring
change each season. Fall brings
new siyles and colors, and so
docs spring.

The hemline seems to follow

fluctuations of the seasons, and
this spring it looks like designers
can't make up their minds.
This year: the miniskirt is
back! It has been several years·
since the leg-baring look has
been seen in fashion magazines.
Many people feel the style is
difficult to wear if a person has
less than model perfect thighs.

Mot l?resh Pret:=les

60¢
J:owntetin Drinks
4 9 ¢ Pepsi 32oa

Prices effective 4-7-94 thru 4-14-94

On the comer of 8th & Chestnut

naut1ca.
Men\ Spor&awear
Introduce yourself to the Quality and Comfort of Nautica, Outerwear and
Sportswear at Berry's. You'll stand ready
to meet the elements in these specially
crafted jackets of a durable outback cotton
and nylon blend!

~1>
~ ~·

~· ~
~~;a

Introductory Special

$20 Fashions•Gi/ts•Strvict
Downtown Ellensburg

Mon, - Thurs.
Friday .
Saturday
Sund.a y

:::: = : : :
9am - 5:30pm
12pm - 4pm

m 1•:1
~ ~

~ ·1.1111111!1

There is hope: the long flowing
skirt from last year is still around
this spring. The comfort of these
skirts along with the fashionable
styles available have made for a hot
wardrobe component. ,
Freedom of choice is the answer
regarding fashion this season. Short
andlongsldrtsareavailableinstores
this spring. A good option would
be to have one of each for different
occasions.
Spring is also the perfect time to
update your wardrobe, but don't
forget makeup. Here is a quick
look at the trends for this year.
The look is either toned down for
busy or active women, or intense
for evenings on the town.
Eye shadow is neutral, with blue
shades returning to fashion. Eyebrows are softer and powdered to
match the hair. Blush also makes
a comeback for romantics, with
lips soft and not overwhelming.
A new discovery in skincare, glycolic acid, aids in ridding the skin
of acne and wrinkles. This natural
remedy is a derivative of the sugar
cane plant. It can be specially ordered arid is also found in many
new skin products.

Gia is a junior fashion merchandising major who has run a
fas hion consulting business for
two years.

SizesM-XL
$110- $130

on all Jackets
April 7 through April 1 7, 1 9 94

Marc Trepanier is a broadcast
journalism major. He has been a
disc jockey on KCAT for three
years and has more than 150
CD's to his name.

The long and short of fashion

G's Grocery

Save

the latest cut from their album suggests. The album has been out since
last fall, but it continues to release
tracks such· as "Change," "You"
and "Far Behind."
This whole album just rocks," but
I have started to have the problem I
had with the last 10,000 Maniacs
LP; most of the songs sound the
same. Because I liked the style I
gave it a rating of:
Rating: 4
In the future, I will be looking at
"Brutal Youth" by Elvis Costello
and "Whiskey for the Holy Ghost"
by Mark Lanegan (from the 'Trees)

•

::i:
CD

.,

10% off }

Paul

Mitchell~

AUSTIN'S,

FATS
NOW SERVING IBE
BI5T BEER5 & AI.ffi OF
IlIE NORTHWffiT
*Non-smoking.
*live music every
Wednesday night
*Great food at

reasonable pric:;e5.
*Fresh baked breads.
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DIRECTOR: students
, need awareness, support
Thompson's office will also be

From DIRECTOR/ page 8 encfosing a donor envelope in "Censince she is still adjusting to her
new job.
"It would be different if there was
already a (development) program
in place," she said.
"I know that at any new job, the
first year is not really yours, but my
intention is to someday serve in the
Ellensburg community."
Teamwork and building are the
themes of Thompson's goals. This
spring she will be working in collaboration with Alumni Affairs in
conducting its annual appeal and
phone-a-thon.

tral Today," the alumni newsletter.
Thompson wants students to be
aware of the giving programs and
the need for funds. She said 12
percent of Central's funds come
from the private sector.
"We want to target students only
in terms of building partnership
and awareness," Thompson said.
"The students here today will be
alumni tomorrow, and we need to
have continuity of support.
"We want to show them how to
play a role in the future. Everyone
has something to share:''

Stop By SUB 106 or Call 963-1693

All CWU Students Are Invited To .
Attend The 4th Annual

<

·E

~"1edatl
(£bitiou**

**

Filing Closes
Tomorrow
at 3:00 p.m.

·I__

CENTER FOR EXCELLENCE IN LEADERSHIP

Leadership Con/erenee

What have you got to lose?

Leadership:
accept.the
responsibility,
love the
challenge!

We need a few good
women and men to
lead Central next yearl

Do YOU

HAVE

ANY

SUGGEmONS

YOU

WOUID

FOR

. Sii

DON~T
DO

Saturday April 23
9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
In The SUB ·
The CEL Leadership Conference includes:
• over 20 hands-on, skill building workshops
• a no cost continental breakfast
• Certificate of Participation upon completion

Register Now
by c~lling or stopping by Student Activities
SUB 214, 963-1691

Registration Deadline is April 15

SPRING
HUITAftt

SOMETHING

IDEAS
LIKE

OR
TO

QUARTIR?

en u• &
A80UT

1Tf

no• llY oua OFF1c1!
REMEMBER WE
won FOR voul
YouR vo1c1 WILL •• HEARDI

C...1

us

oa

Ou1z Question of the llleek
real prizes for the wmner of the question.
This 1s your chance to be awmner euery weekl
Located at the reader board mfront of our off1cel
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WHAT

PYP:E
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YOU?
BECAUSE Yo~ IN1nALS
STAND roR LA~ WE
HAVE CHOSEN tou 10
REL-Elli{. Tiie PICK OF

PANASONIC

JUST FOR FUN!!!

Answer People are back!

Match the movie phrase (in A) with the movie (in B). This week it
is easy, but watch out! It will get harder!

A

(next week)

APPLE

Keep on sending those letters with your crazy
questions in. Send them to Bouillon Hall 227
OR our new Answer People box at the SUB
Information Booth.
Remember: If we can't find an answer, we' fl make one up!!

P R I ;\ C I P L E S of S 0 lJ :'\ D

R E T I R E .\\ E N T I N \' E S T I N G

BROTHER

CANON

PANASONIC

OLYMPIA
We carry a large selection. of
typewriter ribbons,
computer ribbons and
con-ecting tape. If we
don't have your type,
we'll special order it.
Come see us for all types
of type, and all types of
corrections.

Jerrol's
111 E. 8th - 925-9851
MON-FRl 8aln-9pm
SAT/SUN 108m-6pm

B

"You want the truth, you
Naked Gun 2.5
can't handle the truth."
"When you look into the sky,
Mad Max
remember the Night Rider."
"You kidnapped me with a
A Few Good Men
candy bar?"
"l enjoy swimming in raw sewage." The Chase

·IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.

C

an't afford to save for retirement?
The truth is, you can't afford not to.
Not when you realize that your retirement
can last 20 to 30 years or more. You'll want
to live at least as comfortably then as you
do now. And that takes planning.
By starting to save now, you can take
advantage of tax-deferral and give your
money time to compound and grow.
Consider this: set aside just $100 each
month beginning at age 30 and you can
accumulate over $192,539* by the time
you reach age 65. But wait ten years and
you'll have to budget $227each month
to reach the same goal.

Even if you're not counting the years to
retirement, you can count on TIAA-CREF .
to help you build the future you deservewith flexible retirement and tax-deferred
annuity plans, a diverse portfolio of investment choices, and a record of personai
service that spans 75 years.
Over a million people in education and
research put TIAA-CREF at the top of
their list for retirement planning. Why not
join them?
Call today and learn how simple it is
to build a secure tomorrow when you
have time and TIAA-CREF working on
your side.

S't4rt pZ.nni.111J your.future. Cllll our BnraUment Hotline 1 BOO B42-2BBB.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.SM
•AJJuming 1U1 intuut rah q/ 7.5% criJileJ to T.L4A &tvmunt Annui.li.u. TbiJ ra/:e iJ UJi'J JoMy to Jbow tbe f"""U 11A'iJ effect q/ Mmpoun'Jing. LotVer or bigbu ratu tVou/J
produa very 'Ji/fereM ruultJ. CREF certifU4tu are 'iJiJtributiJ by T.L4A-CREF Jn'iJiviJ1U1.l and /,utiJutwnal Sert1U:e.J.
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SPORTS West coast trip no break for Wildcats
by Deborah lrmer
Staff reporter

Spring break was by no means a
break for the Central baseball team.
It was hard at work traveling up
and down the west coast playing
games in Oregon, Idaho, and California. The Wildcats won three
games but lost nine on their brutal
road trip. They played 12 games in
11 days.
Kicking off spring break, the
Wildcats traveled to Caldwell,
Idaho, to take on Albertson College. The 'Cats won one in the
three-game series.
Central won the first game 6-2
but dropped the next two 16-2 and
17-7.
In the series, third baseman/
catcher Thad Nelson and first
baseman/designated hitter Doug
Ashmore carried much of the load
offensively for Central.
Ashmore went 5-for-9 and drove
in three runs in the victory and
Nelson had four hits in eight at
bats.
From Albertson the 'Cats went on
to challenge Chico State University March 21 only to find Chico
State was a bit tougher than they
anticipated. Central lost the game
14-6 and fell to 7-7 overall . .
·Chico State broke open a close
game by scoring five runs in the
fourth inning and tacked on three
more in the fifth inning.
Nelson continued to swing a hot
stick, going 3-for-5 at the plate and
driving in three runs. Leadoff hitter Chris Cruzan collected two hits
in four at bats and scored three
runs.
March 22, the 'Cats took on Cal
State University-Stanislaus. Led by
junior Ian Keber' s pitching, Central snapped a three-game losing
streak and won 5-0.
Keber fired a five-hitter and faced
32 batters in nine innings. He struck
out 11 and walked one.
From Cal State, the Wildcats traveled to the University of St. Mary's
and on March 23, fell victim as St.
Mary's routed the Wildcats 11-4. It
was Central's fifth game in four
days.
March 26, the Wildcats went to

Newberg, Ore., and squared off
against the George Fox University
Bruins. However, it was a disappointing doubleheader as Central
was routed 13-0 in the first game
and dropped the second 15-6.
In the opening game against
George Fox, Central managed only
three hits, two by Nelson. The Bruins scored at least one run in every
inning and scored two in the first
four innings.
In the second game, Cruzan paced
the Wildcats by slapping out three
hits in five at-bats. Central collected
11 hits. But the Bruins blasted four
Central pitchers for 16 hits, including a two-run home run by Mike
Nadeau. George Fox scored seven
Cl)
>
runs in the fourth inning to tum a 4G,)
If>
2 Central lead into a 9-4 game.
.&l
0
Central' s baseball team capped
Cl)
.&.
....
off its spring break in Spokane,
Wash., as it took on Whitworth
College before heading home. In
c
.!
the first game, Central scored early
..... m
and managed to hold off a late
Craig Conner follows through after throwing a pitch. So far this season Conner Is 1-2
Whitworth rally to seal the 6-5
with an earned-run average of 9.82 while pitching mostly out of the bullpen. Conner
Wildcat victory. Scott Colby
and the Wildcats will host the University of Puget Sound at 3 p.m. today.
pitched the final two-thirds of an
inning in relief of Rich Newell and
earned the save.
the Wildcats. Despite out-hitting innings and four in the ninth.
Results were not avaliable at
However, it wasn't so easy in the the Bruins 10-8. they lost to George
In the nightcap. which ·went only presstime. Whitman was looking
secondgame. With both teams play- Fox for the fourth straight time.
seven innings, the Warriors scored for its first league win of the sea- ·
ing aggressively, the game wasn't
Centml committed seven errors six times in the second and ran away son. Central stands at 1-2in league
decided until Whitworth's Reggie in the contest and stranded 10 run- and hid from the Wildcats. Despite . play and is tied for fourth place in
Hull homered in the bottom of the ners. Of the 17 runs scored by the a 3-for-4 performance by Trevor the league with the University of
seventh.
Bruins ( 12 of which were in the Lehman, Central lost for the eighth Puget Sound, which the Wildcats ·
The Wildcats ended their spring second inning), just seven were ·time in nine games.
host today at 3 p .m.
break with a 9-11 record overall earned. Wildcat pitchers also
The Warriors lead~~ district with
The Wildcats then hosted Whitman
and came back to the friendly con- walked nine batters.
College in a twin bill W Cdnesday. a 5-0 record as of April 6.
fines of Tomlinson Field for a
Nelson and Craig Hyatt, along
twin bill with the Bruins of George with Dana Beckley, had two hits.
TEAM LEADERS AS OF APRIL 6
Fox April 2.
Hyatt also hit a home run in the
BATTING
AVERAGE:
THAD NELSON, .353
The different setting did not make ninth inning of the second game.
HITS:
NELSON, 24
much difference as the Bruins Sunday brought five~time naRUNS
SCORED:
CHRIS
CRUZAN AND ·JASON HART, 19
crossed the plate 32 times in two tional champion Lewis & Clark
HOME
RUNS:
NELSON,
4
games, winning 15-4 and 17-5.
State College to Ellensburg. The
RUNS
BATTED
IN:
NELSON,
22
In the opener, George Fox scored Warriors bumped their record to
STOLEN
BASES:
THREE
WITH
FIVE
seven runs before Central came to 24-8 with a sweep of the Wildcats,
INNINGS
PITCHED:
IAN
KEBER,
26.1
bat. The Bruins pounded out 17 hits 14-7 and 14-6.
WINS:
RICH
NEWELL,
3
off three Wildcat pitchers.
Central was thinking upset and
STRIKEOUTS: KEBER, 26
Cruzan and Aaron Clem each had led 7-4 after six innings in the first
EARNED-RUN AVERAGE:KEBER, 3.76
threehitsforCentral.Cruzanscored game. Lewis & Clark State put an
TEAM
BATTING AVERAGE: .274, OPPONENTS: .337
twice.
end to any upset hopes by scoring
TEAM
EARNED-RUN
AVERAGE: 7.66, OPPONENTS: 4.68
The nightcap was a nightmare for three runs in the seventh and eighth

.
.

--

a

, Wildcats 'where we expected to be about this time'

)

raci Gefre snags a fly ball by a PLU hitter while a teammate backs her up on the play.

by Ernest M. Baldwin
Staff reporter
The Central women's softball
team is right where it expected to
be mid-season. said head coach
Nancy Katzer.
It is 1-3 in league play in a division with two opponents, Pacific
Lutheran University and Simon
Fraser University, both nationally
ranked in the top 25.
The Central women took part in a
tournament at Simon Fraser March
25-27 to get tuned up for the second half of the season. They went
1-3 in tournament games, losing to
Simon Fraser 11-7 , Western Washington University 3-2 and splitting
a pair with Wenatchee ValleyCommunity College, winning 4-3 and
losing l-0.
Overall, the play of the team has
been great, Katzer said.
"We have played solid defensively
but our offense has been slow in

starting," she said.
"We have been putting too much
mental pressure on ourselves in
the first few innings and our bats
have struggled," Katzer said. "We
need to relax and control our desire to win."
As for the division and Central' s
standings, Katzer is pleasantly surprised.
"It is real unusual, but everyone
is beating everyone in our division," she said. ''There is not one
top team in the league. Simon
Fraser and PLU are tough but they
are beatable."
"This is where we expected to be
about this time, but the way the
division play is this year I see us
really moving up in the standings."
The areas the team needs to improve on are all mental aspects of
the game, Katzer said.

See SOFTBALUpage 14
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Track outlook strong for second half of season
by Greg Aldaya
Copy editor
Even though the final score didn't
count, the Central track-and-field
team did well in Saturday's Central Invitational, said head coach
Charles Chandler.
"We had quite a few winners in
some events and we-had some dual
winners in other events," he said.
Score was not kept at the meet
because it was an invitational. The
next meet where scores will be
keptisApril23 at Central when the
'Cats host Pacific Lutheran University, the University · of Puget
Sound and Western Washington
University.
There are several members on the

this year, Chandler said.
"People who are going to help us
now that spring break is over and
help us compete for the district title
this coming spring are: senior Chad
Klassen, freshman Loren ·Myers,
freshman Allan Covell, senior
Goreal Hudson and sophomore Pat
Reddick," he said.
In addition to these people, junior
Jay Spears, a 200 and 400-meter
runner, sophomore BJ. Wilson;junior Brent Hooper; and junior Eric
Tollefson have been standouts for
the men this year, Chandler said.
For the women, there were a few
winners in Saturday's meet: sophomore Nickola Wilson in the 100 and
200-meter dash, freshman Angie
Marchant in the javelin and shotput

;ya;o:ard
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in Ure

SOPHOMORES
FORMULATE YOUR FUTURE
If you're a Math, Physics or Computer
Science Major - take note. Your degree
. + Air Force ROTC + Technical
Scholarship = A commission as an Air
Force Officer. It's your formula for
success!
Take a close look at Air Force ROTC
now. Don't let technology pass you by. ·
Be a part of it.
CONTACT: Capt Randall Butler at
AFROTC, CWU Peterson Hall, Rm 203
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discus.
"It was a really good·meet overall
for the women," Chandler said.
Sophomore Rebecca Hill, junior
Christy Kirchner, sophomore
Veronica Persons -who has already qualified for nationals in the
high jump and is the only national
qualifier so far on the team-and a
host of others will help Central
finish as high as third place provided they perform well in districts, Chandler said.
The Wildcats are competing in
the NAIA District! multi-event for
decathletes and heptathletes today
and tomorrow in Bellingham.
Central will be at the Western
Invitational, which starts at 10:45
a.m., Saturday in Edmonds. The
meet was moved to Edmonds from

Ellensburg
Music Shoppe

We have the lowest prices in
the Galaxy, PERIOD.
213 w. 4th.
925-9349

=====================~

T

Ken's Auto Wash

-----------------Schmidt Half Case
*Valid with coupon only

L

*expires 4-14-94

3.99
*Now accepting BP Cards
Credit same as cash
1013 E.10th •

DR ..MYRON LINDER
DR. SANDY LINDER
962-2570

Linder Chiropractic Center
1011

•Ir------------------,
Small · . •I
:I
Granita
:I
I
.
99¢
I
I
.JI

Bellingham because a new track is
being. constructe<:!.
Wiidcat men m the decathlon
will be Spears, Wilson, freshman
John Perry, .fres~man Gabe
Campbell, semor Rich Sarkany,
and, in probably a track-and-field
first, Central w~ll feature triplets in
the same event m f~shmen Aaron,
Garth and Jared Lmd.,
.
.
On the wom~n s side .rn
heptathlon competmn are semor
Kirston Obergh, freshman Megan
Prkut,jun~or Lory Moon and freshman Leshe Hansen.
Chandler l.oo~ J<;>r the men .f? be
v~ry s~ong m distnct competitmn.
I thmk we should battle for the
top two spots~ either first or second," he said. "We're a pretty
strong team overall. We 're as deep

as we have been in certain places."
"Our decathletes are going to have
to help us a lot for us to win the
district title," Chandler said; "We
have so many of them we are going
to put them in a lot of events and
hope they can score points for us."
He sees the women finishing the
season strong as well.
"I would hope they could get a topth ree finish," Chandler said.
"They're a lot stronger (than last
year), especially in throwing areas.
Some of our sprinters are coming
along;wehaveagoodjumpingcrew,
so I think we are going to do well."

Softball: 'Cats
1-3 in league
FromSOFTBALL/page 13
"The talent is here, we just need
better mehtal preparation," she said.
"The team has a lot of desire to win
and puts a lot of pressure on itself,"
Katzer said. "They just need to realize th.ey need to relax and prepare for
both the mental and physical ends of
the game."
Players who stand out so far in the
season are senior second baseman
Karla Mortenson, who is leading the
team in batting average with a .367
mark, and Linda Cook, who has been
playing excellent defense, Katzer
said, and hitting at a .312 clip.
The Wildcats will take on the University of Puget Sound at 3 p.m.
today in Ellensburg in a doubleheader. Their next home game will
be April 20 when the club team from
the University of St. Martin's comes
to Central.

N. Alder ... next to campus

Cascade
Blue Gemstones ~

Has
Kegs

to go!
.

PRICES

He1dleburg ........................................... $50.00
Schmidt ................................................ $50.00
Budweiser ............................................ $61.00
Rainier .................................................. $58.00
Coors .................................................... $58.00
Miller ................................................... $61. 00
Coors & Miller Beers must be ordered by Wednesday to
have Friday.
Deposits

925-7915

Taps $50.00 Kegs $12.00

Art of Jewelry

Blue Gem Co.
709 S. Main, Ellensburg
(509) 925-9560

SPRING IS IN THE AIR

~
208

~ 9-1 -=:

93~11'/1
962-6200

w. 5th

$4Q

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
.
.
ONLY
•

. ~ Spring Quarter

:• Blowout Special
ComeE~oy:

•
•
•
•

:
:

March 28 - June 11

The Lowest Price
In Town!

~

:•
:
:

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·····••••••
The best equipment, offering more Olympic Benches, Dumbbells, Barbells and Free Weights than any other gym in the county.
Second story gym with many windows for a great view and lots of fresh air.
.
Extra large aerobics room with a variety of aerobics classes.
A WORKOUT ATMOSPHERE FOR EVERYBODYI
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Raley offered tryout with CFL franchise CLASSIFIEDS

SCUBA LESSONS & SUPPLIES! Sign

up now. Contact John Moser, Jr.
the physical skills, you can play re- of the offer from Shreveport.Raley 925-1272.
gardless of where you went to school. will not attend the regional scout-. WORDS ARE us. Word processing. No
"The best thing the camp did for me ing camp and James Atterberry job too small. Contact Diane at 248is it showed guys from small schools may take his place.
. 4118 after 4:30.
can play just as well as the big boys," _.::1.think Derek Murrey should do
Raley said.
well in the camp because of his ROLLERBLADES For Sale: Used, All
Raley was scheduled to attend a re- size," Raley said. "At 6 foot 3 Sizes available now! Skates are in great
gional scouting camp April 10 in Los inches and 195 pounds, Murrey is shape. Mountain High Sports. 105 E.
4th Ave. 925-4626.
Angeles along with teammates Charlie much bigger than the average
Hampton and Derek Murrey. Because wideout."
TACOMA YMCA Day Camp- Summer
r---------------------------. day camp counselors wanted! Must be
enthusiastic, qualified and fun. Full time
and part time positions available from

by Paul Williams
Sports editor
Tyson Raley, a slotback on last
year's Central football team, has
been offered a chance to try out
for the Canadian Football
League's Shreveport franchise.
Raley was contacted by the
Shreveport franchise Tuesday
morning. As a result ofRaley's
performance at a scouting camp
March 28 in Houston, the scouting ·service which conducted the ,,
~~~l~f~~1:~;~1~~:!~~~~L~~F~June
camp sen_t out information about
Raley to CFL and Arena Football
Higdon at (206) 564-9622, ext. 126.
grade.
franchises.
Raley blazed his way to a 4.46
by Paul W1il1ams
samewayastheNationalFootball Inquire until May 6.
"I'm waiting for them (Shreveclocking in the 40-yard dash and Sports editor
League Scouting Combine in InREEBOK STEP AEROBICS certified
port) to fax me the contract,"
had a vertical jump of 36 inches.
Charlie Hampton, Derek Murrey dianapolis April 10, the players in instructors Hans' Gym offers 40 classes
Raley said.
Even an interesting height meaand possibly James Atterberry, all the Los Angeles and Houston per week. For more information,
One of the big reasons Shrevesurement did not hamper Raley
former Cenw.11 football players. will camps don't have the recognition call 962-9277
port was interested in Raley, along
too much.
show their stuff in front of scouts the All-Americans or players from
with his physical skills, is he can
''They measured me at 5 feet 7 from several pro teams April 10 at a schools such as UCLA or Florida RESIDENTIAL SUPERVISORS
play several different positions.
and 5/8 inches and I haven't been camp in Los Angeles.
State do. This is the primary pur- needed: for College Bound Summer
School for high school students, 6/16/94
"They (Shreveport) asked if I
measured at that in a long time,"
The camp is the same as the one in poseoftheLosAngelesandHous- through 7/29194 at Big Bend Community
can play a few different positions
Raley said. He is listed at 5 feet 9 Houston which former Wildcat ton camps.
College, Moses Lake, WA. Positions
and if I was willing to play speinches in the Central football me- Tyson Raley attended. Raley's per·'The camps are for players who available: Residence Hall Director,
cial teams and I said I could,"
dia guide and said, "I must have formance at the camp March 28 don't get the exposure and aren't Activities Director, and Resident
Raley said.
been slouching or something."
caught the interest of the Shreveport among the top 300 or 400 college Advisors. Call Human Resources Ofc.,
(509) 762-6203 for application and
Although Raley sent tapes and
There are no All-Americans at franchise of the Canadian Football seniors," Hampton said.
information to all CFL, Arena
this camp, Raley said. A majority League.
Murrey said, "Hopefully the information. Closes 4 pm, 4/19194.
Football and 10 National Footof the players are NCAA Division
Even though the camps are run the camp will giveussomeexposure." ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
ball League teams, it was his perI~~~w~~~'ts~bth~ ~--------------.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.--~E~up~~~~~~mooh
-~~~::;;::::::::::
~--formance at the regional scoutteams, players from small colleges
-~-:::
- • • ~ ~ : : t ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; u!;.•:..
Room and board! Tr:ansportationl Male
ing camp which got the attention
or guys off the street.
•• ::~
··••• or Female. No experience necessary.
"They even had people coming :::::
Call (206) 545-4155 ext. A6093
of the scouts.
' I d II
e
:::::
..-.~~....._........._..,.... & C.111~•
:::::
Raley went through the wideh
h
w o aven t Paye co ege ioot- ::::: w;>.....,"'~~...,.~a-~
::::: THINKING OF taking some time off
receiver portion of the tests, and
ballatall,"Raleysaid. "Butevery- :::::
,
::::: from school? We need NANNIES. Live
saved his best efforts for the scoutone there felt they could still play :::::
in exciting New York City suburbs or
ing sessions.
football."
:::::
::::: San Francisco area with excellent
Athletes are subjected to sevRaley was not expecting to play :::::
professional families. We are estabCFL football at all. He received :::::
::::: fished since 1984 and have a strong
eral tests and graded accordingly.
offers from two Arena Football :::::
support network. Sorry, no summer
The scouts take the 40-yard dash
teams, the Arizona Rattlers and the :::::
positions. 1-800-222-XTRA
time and an eye test, combine the
two scores and give it a grade
Albany Firebirds and ~·was content ::::: Come in and have lunch at the
4x4 FOR SALE, 1974 scout, New
from 1 to 10. They do the same
playing for: Arizona" before the ••••·
··••• Tires, Clutch. Must sell. Call Phil at 962thing with heightand weight,how
call came from Shreveport. The ::::: Four Winds Retro Cafe.A pleas- ::::: 9317or963-1250.
players run the pass routes given
pre-season at Shreveport could be •••·h
··•••
a tough one for Raley.
:::::. ant non-smoking atmosp ere
::::: EARN CASH stuffing envelopes at ·
to them and their pass-catching
skills, and a bench press and ver"It's going to be tough," Raley
:::::
::::: ~~e~i~;,: mP.O. Box 395 ,
said. "The coach is supposed to be :::;; Open M-S 9 to 8, Sun 1 to 4 200 E. 4th 962-2375
;;;::
tical jump test. Then they take
-····~- - . - i . . . . i . . - . . . . . - i - -~--~the scores from all the areas and
like a drill sergeant."
•:··· i i i i • i i i i • :& i i :& i i .i. i i • .i .i :& i i ••·•••
CRUISE SHIPS Now Hiring-Earn up
average them together for one
Raley showed
scouts
you
ro $2,000+/month
on Cruise
--_..;::__
___
_ _if...:....
_have
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-, Ships
or Land-Tourworking
companies.
World

Hampton and Murrey hope to impress
at scout camp April 10 in Los Angeles
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Wrestling
team takes
sixth place-at
national 111eet

-----------

-- --·---·· --

CHILDREN'S FRIEND DAYCARE has
openings available. Licensed for ages o
months - 11 years. 925-5072
FUN SUMMER JOBS!

Flying Horseshoe guest ranch for
children, near Cle Elum, is hiring boy's
and girl's counselors. Enjoy horseback
riding, swimming (need two lifeguards),
hiking, etc. while gaining valuable experience. Salary plus room and .
board. The ranch also needs cooks.
Responsible for keeping hungry .
campers and staff well fed. Must be a
good cook, efficient kitchen worker,
and enjoy people. Call Penny: 1-509674-2366.

by Paul Williams
Sports editor
In what was described as a "total
team effort" by head coach Greg
Olson, the Central wrestling team
finished sixth at nationals and five
wrestlers earned All-America honors at the meet March 11-12 in
Butte, Mont.
"The kids really wrestled great,"
Olson said. "They came together,
supported each other and they surprised a lot of people."
The Wildcats finished just onequarter of a point out of fifth place.
The only district foe to place higher
· than the Wildcats was Southern
Oregon University, which won the
national championship.
Jason Stevenson finished in third
place in the 142-pound weight
class. A surprise for the Wildcats
was the fourth-place finish ofBrett
Lucas in the 150-pound weight
class.
"Brett wrestled great," said Olson.
"He had an incredible tournament."
Also placing fourth but in the
· 190-pound weight class was Jason
Vose. Jason Baril took fifth at 118
pounds and Joe Knox took home
an eighth-place finish at 134
pounds.

travel. Summer & Full-time employment
available. No experience necessary.
For more information call 1-206-6340486 ext C6093

SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
ON ·THEIR WAY TO THE TOP.
If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a freshman or sophomore,
you can still catch up to -your classmates by attending Army ROTC
C8.lt'q> Challenge, a paid six-week summer course in leadership
training. By the time you graduate from college, you'll have the
credentials of an Army officer.You'll also have the self-confidence
and discipline it takes to succeed in college and beyond.
Find out more. Contact Captain Eng at Peterson Hall, Room
202 or call 963-3581.

I

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

POLYNESIAN DANCE (Hawaiian!
Tahitian)! You saw us at the Wild Boar
Dinner and Carmody-Munro - Sign up
now for classes and dance with us in
upcoming shows, including the Seattie
Center. Ifs fun, it's exciting, irs great
exercise! Authentic costumes provided
by studio. 962-2212.
THE DESIGN Team at Zuchi's is

currently seeking a full or part-time
stylist Great hours, vacation pay.
Please apply in person at 504 E. 8th.
GREEKS & CLUBS Earn $50-$250 for
yourself plus up to $500 for your dub!
This fund-raiser costs nothing and lasts
one week. Call now and receive a free
gift. 1-800-932-0528, ext. 65.

OBSERVER
Classifieds
WORK!
Call 963-1026

The Central Cafe is Now Open
Monday through Friday, 7:30 -a.m. to 9:00 p.m . .
(Full menu is provided 7:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.)

• Starting Tonight•
3:30 - 9:00 p.m.
Monday through Friday
Open for Snacks!
Get a Soft Drink for I;2 Price!
Located in the SUB
(formerly the SUB Cafeteria)
We would like to thank CWU D~sign Student
Sarah Courtney for our new Central Cafe logo design!

_

.. Large Pretzel and Medium Soft Drink
or
Cake Donut and Large Coffee
or
Self-Serve Frozen Yogurt

~ CWU DINING SERVICES

pizza

Check out our newNo-Cover-Cover-Charge.
You pay the regular ~ cover ·
at the door, but receive a
credit for food and drinks
that matches the price.

Sonics

place.

In The Plaza

Come in and
check
out ·our
changes.
A relaxed ·new
atmosphere, same
great food.

